
Merit pa' is not going to
bring people to teaching

o^3 . nor motit tte talented
people to remain in

/d~irl 6 /:~ teaching.

FENWICK W. ENGISH

A cordirng to a 60s folk song, the
lemon tree is xcry pretty and the

/ lernonl flowcr is swseet. hut thile
fruit of the poor lenlon is impossible to
eat. And( so it is again wi th the curreiit
national dialogue ahout merit paT' in thie
schools.- Merit pas Aas tried as early as
1908 in Neuwtonll. assachusetts. and
thereafter with nuixcd success. But it
never took hold iTl the majoriht of our
nation's school districts.'

There is no douht that President Rea-
gan has adroitls used the concept of
merit pa' as a deceptive blossom. shich
looks sweet and pretty to the general
public, to blunt the political poswer of
the two national tcacher unions. Bv so
doing, he has put the NFA and AFl.
/ ho are naturally inclined to support
Democratic candidates. on the defcn-
sisc and neutralized soIme of thecir politi-
cal clout. 4 At least one analvst of the
situation believes the (;()P's strategs is
to pit parents against teacher unioiis on,
this issue.

Reagan's offensive has been echoed
by a number of state governors A ho are
pushing a varicty of "merit" plans of
their os-n'. UIlfortulatclI, the public
dicussioll about merit pav is clouded h)v
doubletalk. hidden agendas, and out-
right confusion. Those appearing to ad-
vocate merit pav use the term to mean at
least three different things:

* Performance pay-salary is linked
to some kind of assessment (objective or
subjective) of teacher achiecement in
the classroom

* Differentiated pay-salary is linked
to the assumption of additional duties il
a kind of "career ladder" and represents
a division of labor within the teaching
cadre

* Market-sensitive pay-salars is
based on scarcith or the principle of
supplys and demand

Straight performalnce-based pa! is
not a solution to the most urgent prob-
lems facing the teaching profession to-
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das. except as politicians attempt to
make it applicable by miTxing their meta-
phors and pushing their ovnii agendas for
change or reforl.-

T1he htxo most critical problems now
facing the teaching profession are: (I)
the lack of teachers with qualiht cduca-
tion backgrounds. and (2) the lack of
career inccntics sufficient to retain the
most talented teachers. In neither case
does lmerit pay as simple performance
pay pose a realistic solution. O()n the
other hand. both differentiated pas and
market-sensitixc pas hasve real potential
in broaching these problems,

The Entry-Level Problem
For soime tilme, there has been a decline
in the quality and quantih- of those who
enter teaching. National enrollment in
education programs fell by 5O percent
betwccn 1973 and 1981. In 1980. only
6 percent of inconiing college freshmen
said the! planned to beconme teachers,
compared to 25 percent in 1968.

n

In addition, those high school seniors
planning to major in education were
consistciitl% belohl their classmates on
the 1982 Scholastic Aptitude lTest (SAT)
in 49 of the ,0 states for M hiuch data were
available." II 1980 the SAT scores of
high school seniors planning to major in
education were 48 points below the
national average in math and 35 points
below the same average in verbal abili-
ty. I

One result is the ern- real national
shortage of adequately prepared math
and science teachers. The National Sci-
ence Teachers Association estimates
that there vwere approximately 199,400
math and science teachers at work in
public and private schools during the
1982-83 school sear. Of these, perhaps
60,000, or roughly 30 percent, had little
or no training in their subjects. I Short-
ages are also being felt in other areas,
and the prospect of future nationwide
teacher shortages is very real. This di-

lemma is alreads being call a national
"crisis." Hos would the three htpcs of
"merit" pay offer a solution to the entrn-
level problem facing teaching as an
occupation?

Merit Pay as Performance Pay!.
Straight performance pay would simply
give teachers who were dubbed "superi-
or" a higher salarn than other teachers.
On the face of it. the argument appears
attractive: if some teachers were to earn
higher salaries, then those examining
teaching as a career could see that with
outstanding performance thes could
earn higher vages. A closer look reseals
that this would probably not occur, and
would not resolve the entry-level prob-
lem facing teaching today.

Data released by the News York State
Educational Conference Board showed
that the average starting salary for a
person with a bachelor's degree in
teaching in Nc's York was S14,000. the
lowest of ten other fields that included
accounting, business administration.
chemistrs. computer science. engineer-
ing, liberal arts, and sales-marketing.
The differences in salary compared to
teaching ranged from S4,264 in liberal
arts to SI 1,000 in engineering. 2

"1'he crisis of teaching is in who is
going into the profession and the large
numbers of people who are choosing
not to become teachers. The best and
the brightest are definitely not choosing
teaching," according to C. Emilv Feis-
tritzer, who prepared the Carnegie re-
port. The Condition of Teaching. iI This
report notes that the national average
starting salary for teachers was about
$12,769, and in two-thirds of the states
below the national average of S20.531
for teachers.

An examination of most of the merit
pay plans proposed recently shows that
the bonus for "superior" performance
ranges from a modest $1.000 in many
plans to $4,000 in California's "mentor
teacher" program. 1

4 Most plans also

have limits on the number of teachers
who can qualifs for ment. In California
it is 5 percent. Without substantial and
massive upgrading of all salaries for
teachers. it is highly unlikely that teach-
ing can close the gap between other
occupations.

Performance-based pas plans alone
are a feeble and unworkable method to
resolve the entry-lesel problem of mak-
ing teaching as a career choice attractive
to the most able college graduates. Most
collegians who are interested in the
financial benefits of a profession don't
compare the salaries of the "superstars
of other occupational groups. but rather
the average salaries. which are a more
reliable barometer of general financial
and remunerative conditions that exist
in a potential career. Teaching is at the
bottom of the barrel in the U.S.

Advocates of performna pay as a
key to productihvit in the work force
should take note of the Japanese exam-
ple. In Japan teaching is a relatiely
popular profession, and teachers enjoy
long vacations and are well paid. Japa-
nese teachers are given tenure when
the, are hired and receivc pay increases
solely by seniorint unless they assume
administrative positions. These are not
attractice because administrators must
retire at age 60.

Japanese productivitS is the emv of
the world. growing 197 percent between
1963 and 1977 compared to only 39
percent in the United States in the same
time period. i Japanese student achieve-
ment on international tests in math and

Fenwick W English is Superintendent.
Northport-East Northport Union Free
School District. Northport, New York.
He was Director of the Temple City,
California, Differentiated Staffing Pro-
sect (1965-1970). and Director of the
Arizona-Mesa Differentiated Staffing
Project (1970-1971).
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science is awesome. In contrast, a na-
tionwide survey of U.S. high school
students found that interest and achieve-
ment continues to decline in science. L-

Straight performance-based pay as
"merit" is not likely to solve the entry-
level problem of teaching now or in the
future. It has some potential for ap-
proaching the retention problem in
teaching, but only if the incentives are
large enough to be competitive with
other alternatives teachers may find at-
tractive in the workaday world, includ-
ing moonlighting. 's

Interestingly enough, as a partner in
an international accounting and con-
sulting firm for three years, I was sub-
jected to all three forms of salary as
compensation: merit (as a bonus for
performance), differentiated (as I pro-
ceeded through the ranks to partner),
and market-sensitive (some areas com-
manded more compensation than oth-
ers, particularly in high technology.)
Judgments about performance in the
private sector are as subjective as those
made in the public sector. The exis-
tence of a profit as a "bottom line"
doesn't relieve the subjectivity problem.
This fact is not well understood outside
the private sector. The search by educa-
tors for so-called objective criteria upon
which to base a salary model is illusive
and nonproductive.' 9 Ultimately, all
criteria are subjective in that they rest
upon human judgment, which is sus-
ceptible to influence and error.

One of the reasons performance pay
is more acceptable in the private sector
is that average salaries are already much
higher than teachers, and bonuses even
for moderate performers can be substan-
tial. Of course there is no tenure, but
the fact remains that subjectivity per se
is not the issue. Overall productivity is a
factor, along with the willingness to take
risks. Also, the private sector is much

L~LBab"

more market sensitive to salaries than is
the teaching profession.

A conversation I recently had with an
educational colleague on the issue of
performance pay showed me once again
the real issue. It is the capability of the
system to deal with the lackluster per-
former. The current salary model used
in most school districts does not enable
compensation to track performance. My
colleague said, "I know merit pay
doesn't solve the problems of entry or
retention, but at last I can get at the
turkeys." There may be some truth in
this matter.

Records of the New York Board of
Education show that of 125 cases
brought against teachers, only 17 were
fired. The Board attorney commented,
"Obviously, the longer a case takes, the
harder it is to prove. 2 According to
AASA, about one out of ten teachers is
incompetent. 2 Yet in 1981-82, only
128 teachers in New York State were
brought up on charges relating to disci-
pline, less than 1,500 to 1.22 While these
facts are frustrating, the situiation is not
new and has spanned both shortage,
surplus, and shortage of teachers. It's
another problem, serious, but not in the
same league as those now facing the
teaching profession in the 80s.23

Differentiated Pay. Differentiated pay
is based on the well-established princi-
ple of varying salary according to the
level of job responsibility. The practice
is widespread in education, particularly
within administrative ranks. But there is
no appreciable salary differentiation
within the teaching cadre itself, unless
one can make a case for the role of
department chairperson, which, in too
many school systems, consists of a small
stipend for paper shuffling.

In the heyday of differentiated staffing
in the late 60s and early 70s, several
plans attempted to differentiate between

the beginning ranks of teachers with the
remainder of the teaching force. The
most famous was the Temple City, Cal-
ifornia, model begun in 1965, which
contained the positions of Associate
Teacher and Staff Teacher. 24 The Asso-
ciate Teacher was conceived as a begin-
ner's position, one that would take per-
haps ten steps on a salary schedule.
followed bv the more experienced Staff
Teacher slot with five steps on a salary
schedule. These two positions in a four-
level teacher hierarchy comprised ap-
proximately one-fourth of the teaching
staff, with the remaining three-fourths
composed of Senior and Master Teach-
ers. 2.

The Associate Teacher role expanded
the pool of persons available for teach-
ing not by offering more incentives by
raising the salary base, but by creating a
position of less than full time for work-
ing mothers or other persons interested
in part-time work. From a financial
perspective, the total dollars in staffing
for the more advanced positions, which
served as career retainers for some
teachers, were offset by creating posi-
tions of less advancement and responsi-
bilitv lower in the hierarchv. Total dol-
lars for staffing were envisioned to be
approximately the same after startup
costs, including the provision of "grand-
fathering" existing personnel. 26

It is worth noting that in Temple City
and elsewhere the Associate Teacher
role was abandoned, largely because
there was a lack of true "differentiation"
in actual classroom teaching responsi-
bilities. The concept of the "beginner"
or less than full-time teacher is still not
common in public education, and the
idea of an "adjunct" teacher is nonexis-
tent.

Staff differentiation as envisioned in
the 60s did not address the problem
facing the profession today-the obvi-
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ous financial liatus bctween choices at
the collegiate Ice\l and the overall at-
tractiseness of teaching as a profession.
In this sense, staff differentiation was
more of a solution to the teacher reten-
tion probllem. Thlie same can be said of
the contemporar TeIcmple City "look
alike" plan and the Tiennessee "Master
TIeacher" paradiglm. except the ap-
proach in the \'olhltecr State w-as also
tied to a 20 percent increase in all
teacher salaries oxer three-and-a-half
ecars. -

The 'I 'encsscc "'\laster I Teacher"
plan created a four-tiered teacher hier-
archi promloted bh licensing. A.\t each
step the state contribution increased and
teachers sscrc utilized diffCerentl. The
similarity to the lTemple Cih job de-
scriptions is striking in that the basis of
salars is cxpcerince. organizational dif-
ferentiation, and a different swork vear
for each of the four teachinlg roles.

'The ultimlate cost control mec hanism
existed in the limitations of each posi-
tion. For example. the Tennessee plan
envisioned pa!ing for onily 11,500 Sen-
ior Teachers and 4.650 Nlaster Teach-
ers. 2

1 A differentiated staff and pay plan
will not be cffcctiec in dealing w ith the
entry-level problem faced by teaching
todas unless (I ) the o\crall salary base is
substantially raised and maintained
against inflationl and (2) the concept of
market-senisitie pay is also utilized.

Market-Sensitive Pay. Market sensi-
tive pay has little to do with "merit." It is
keyed to the idea of suppl and demand
and the principle of scarcith. Twsentv-
five !ears ago MyIron Lieberman dis-
cussed the economics of a unitary pro-
fession in his then (and now,) controver-
sial book. The Future of Public
Education. In a still current and hereti-
cal passage, Lieberman cautions:

The worst consequence of regarding every
person %lho teacihes in public schools as a

member of the same profession is that this
polic- wecakens the qualih- and quantity of
instruction in areas s-here good teachers are
most urgently neclded The present crisis in
high school phsysics is an illustration of this
fact -

: "

Lieberman w\ent on to describe the re-
quircment to alter compensation ac-
cording to need and visualized a person-
nel hicrarceh w-ithin subiect areas that
predated the Temple Cith' model of the
60s and the Tennessee plan of the 80s.

Furthermore. he dealt uwith the finan-
cial implications by stating that turnover
could be confined to lower, less-costly
hierarchical teaching Iesels. and lower-
level positions could be utilized to pay
for the higher positions. In a somewhat
apocnrplal comment, he anticipated
the negative teacher response to both
differentiated and market-sensiti-e pa!
wuhen he said. "Whene-cr I have sug-
gested to teachers that one of our educa-
tional frontiers is the development of a
hierarchical personnel structure, the
character of their objections has tended
to confirm ms conviction that such a
structure is feasible.";"

Of all the potential pay schemes.
market-sensitive pay is the most durable
and immediate solution to entr-level
problems. It has alread! been utilized in
determining faculth salaries at man!i
colleges and universities. Market-sensi-
tisc pav wvould fund positions in math
and science at higher rates than other
curricular areas, not because teachers
would be better but because the require-
ments to attract candidates from the
available talent pool could not be com-
petitive unless it did so.

The situation in math and science is
likely to get much worse since by the
1990s there will be a secondary enroll-
ment increase and a simultaneous "re-
tirement bulge." By 1995 at least 40
percent of the nation's science and math
teachers will be retiring. "

* *i,; I 'M': =..-; - _
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However, as Lieberman pointed out
in the late 50s, as long as the standard
salary schedule reinforces the myth of
the unitary teaching profession, market-
sensitive pay will be denied and teach-
ing will be unable to remain competi-
tive in the face of the "brain drain" away
from its ranks.

The Retention Problem
The second most critical problem facing
teaching is the retention of the most
able practitioners The only "career lad-
der" that exists for teachers is into school
administration. Unlike teaching in the
college ranks, public school elementary
and secondary teaches have no career
ladder. There is no place to go within
the teaching cadre. In fact, the absence
of a senior cadre of experienced and
talented teacher practitioners "impedes
the development of organizational ar-
rangements found in established profes-
sions. "12

As sociologist Dan CLortie has ob-
served, at the heart of the problem is a
true "lemon tree" dilemma. Teachers as
a group have focused on internal re-
wards rather than external rewards. This
posture denies boards of education and
their administrators control over teacher
behavior. The denial of extrinsic re-
wards consists of fierce resistance to
merit pay plans or differentiation of jobs
within the ranks. At the same time, a
flat "hierarchy" prevents the develop-
ment of full professionalization. The
issue is one of control and autonomy
within the teaching ranks. It has existed
for a long time and is a major impedi-
ment of trying to retain outstanding
teachers. "1

Merit Pay as a Solution. Merit pay as
performance pay will not create a sense
of career without also being based on
differentiation within the ranks. Few flat
merit pay plans propose such changes.
Rather, the approach is quite simplistic:

somehow identify the "superior" teach-
ers and pay them more. It is at this point
that teacher union responses come into
play. While historically both the NEA
and AFT have adamantly opposed per-
formance pay, at least the AFT has
apparently softened its public position
on the concept. But objections still cen-
ter on the question of objectivity of
judgment and observations that the mo-
tivation of some of the proponents really
are to avoid upgrading the universal
salarv base for all teachers. 14

Teacher union strategy has focused
on standardization of salary, which tvi-
cally means "front loading" salaries to
the detriment of teachers at the upper
end of the salarv schedule. ' As a result,
even beginning teachers can see that
long service brings meager career re-
wards. Any deviation from this strate-
gv-of "front loading" salaries in the
form of merit, differentiated, or market-
sensitive pay-directly challenges many
decades of teacher union energy. So
teacher unions have a stake in the main-
tenance of the current strategy. Despite
any softening of language, they are not
likely to make a revolutionary reversal
no matter how serious the teacher short-
age may become. Nor are problems
facing the teaching profession likely to
be solved unless thev can become com-
patible with strategies that do not threat-
en teacher unions.

Most merit pay plans address reten-
tion since the performance of beginning
teachers is unknown. The focus of merit
pay is on the individual teacher rather
than a group of teachers, despite the fact
that group-based merit pay or bonus
plans may have greater potential in this
regard. Only the Arizona-Mesa Differ-
entiated Staffing Project utilized group-
based assessment in its staff differentia-
tion experiments of the early 70s. 6

For merit pay to be effective, the size
of the "merit award" should be at least 3

=-lJ Mffffffdai I
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percent of base salary or "the program
probably is not worth its administrative
time."' - Lawlcr comments:

In times of high inflation, this number
probably needs to be much higher. Of
course, some individual awards should be
much higher than 3 percent in order for
individuals to feel that if thes do particularly
well. a large award is possible. a

While somec proposed merit awards
for teachers approach or exceed 3 per-
cent of the base, the base is so low as to
make a 3 percent award almost mean-
ingless. For example, the national aver-
age salary for a teacher is $20,531i9 of
which 3 percent is $615.93. If this were
divided over a work year consisting of
180 days. it would total $3.42 per day.
Assuming a six-hour work day, the
amount per hour would come to 57
cents. Clearly, those who leave teaching
for better salaries are not going to be
retained bv these numbers.

The greatest barrier to effective merit
pay is not the traditional teacher union
phobias about subjectivity or adminis-
trative favoritism, but the niggardly pos-
ture of school boards about the size of
merit awards. 'The prevailing nickel-
and-dime mcntalith of many school
boards would prevent the allocation of
significant amounts to retain the kind of
talent that is mobile and could (and will)
command greater salaries in the private
sector.

Differentiated Staffing. Differentiated
staffing in the 60s and early 70s was a
major thrust to dea: with the problem of
teacher retention.

Compared with most other kinds of mid-
dle-class work, teaching is relatively "ca-
reer-less '" There is less opportuniht for the
movement upward which is the essence of
career. People who work in highly estab-
lished bureaucracies, for example, can move
up a hierarchy of statuses, each movement
involving a significant gain in income, and
they can frequently do so without endanger-
ing their occupational identities.

But in contrast to the larger packages of
money. prestige. and power usually found in
other careers, the typical career line of the
classroom teacher is a gentle incline rather
than a steep ascent. The status of the young
tenured teacher is not appreciably different
from that of the highlh experienced old-
tihmer. '

The problem with a career ladder in
the differentiated staffing experiments of
the 60s and 70s was the locus of differ-
entiation. In Temple Cits and else-
where (and in the current Master
Teacher plain in Tennessee). the locus
was overwhelmingly administrative-re-
lated tasks and a longer work year.
Teachers were paid more for the as-
sumption of tasks related to supervision.
curriculum development, and atten-
dance at decision-making bodies than
for their directly related duties as teach-
ers in classrooms.

What we learned from those experi-
ments, and which current plans are
about to repeat, is that teaching roles
can be divided. but if the locus for the
division of labor is basically administra-
tive and not rooted in the technical
expertise of the teacher. only tertiary
benefits can be claimed for students.
This is a perfect example of a solution to
a teaching problem (the lack of a career
ladder and hence the lack of holding
power for the profession) that is not
necessarily a solution to a learner prob-
lem, more effective teaching and learn-
ing.

It is the profession's failure to differ-
entiate among students that is at the
heart of the problem-although it has
begun to differentiate among its clien-
tele in special education. The prolifera-
tion of learning disability specialists as
teachers and other kinds of roles is
rooted in the learner and not in the
bureaucracy. Thus, differentiation can
be tied to learners rather than to organi-
zational needs. In retrospect. the initial
reaction of David Seldon of the AFT

was probably correct regarding earld
concepts of staff differentiation: The
last thing education needs is more bu-
reaucrac. "4

Mv own research on who the concept
of staff differentiation appealed to the
most. in terms of a career ladder among
teachers, indicated that staff differentia-
hon does not have universal appeal to
teachers at all points on the standard
salarv schedule. The data suggsted that
it was generally most appealing to teach-
ers on the first and second sabn- levels
and to top-salaned high school males
and secondanr teachers generally. Males
at most salarn levels appeared to be more
positive to staff differentiation than fe-
males. 4

2
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The implications in the 70s, and now
in the 80s in terms of the proposed
Master Teacher plan, are that a unidi-
mensional rationale for staff differentia-
tion is bound to fail, since the teacher
audience appears already well-differen-
tiated informally before it ever is set into
the existing organizational structure.
Staff differentiation does not enjoy uni-
versal appeal among teachers. Teachers
view it as a solution to a male problem
with teaching as an occupation. "4'

Market-Sensitive Pay. Market-sensi-
tive pay has been advocated by at least
one national task force as a possible
solution to the retention and recruit-
ment problem.4 It would mean paying
teachers in some fields more monev
simply because they represented a scarc-
er supply of candidates, as in the case of
math and science.

While mechanisms for actual pav-
ment are much simpler because they do
not relate to performance or differentia-
tion, the teaching profession has been
loath to accept the idea of anything
other than a strict egalitarian approach
toward compensation. In this respect,
the "mvth of the unitary profession"
continues to dominant our thinking. I o
some it appears to be unfair as well. Yet
the fact remains that in an open, com-
petitive economy, there is no solution
for the teaching profession even if sub-
stantial increases were granted to raise
all salaries of all teachers. Some fields
would still outstrip the capability of
being competitive with the most ad-
vanced sectors of the private economy.
The gap could be narrowed but never
closed.

The Bottom Line
What then are the advantages and disad-
vantages of these three alternatives to
the standard salary schedule? Figure I
indicates an "advantage" or "disadvan-
tage" to the three forms of salary com-
pared to Lawler's four criteria derived
from research on rewards and individual
satisfaction with those rewards. 4

' Lawler
concluded that:

1. Satisfaction is a function of the
perceived congruence between how
much an individual receives and how
much he or she feels should be received

2. Satisfaction is influenced by com-
parisons to others in similar positions

3. People have a strong tendency to
misperceive the rewards of others, par-
ticularly in a secretive working environ-
ment

4. Overall iob satisfaction is a combi-
nation of intrinsic and extrinsic qualities
received from that job.

Figure I rates merit or performance-
based pa' a "disadvantage" on the first
criterion because of the meager
amounts actuallh offered for "superior"
teachers. In contrast, both differentiated
pay and malket-sensitive pay would of-
fer and have offered greater amounts
with visible anid obvious linkages to
external indices. he elemnct of subjec-
tivith is thus lessened as a negative
factor.

On Lawler's second criterion, merit
pay again is perceived as a disadvantage
because of the subjectivity that often
fails to disclose the reasons why one
teacher receives a merit increase and
another doesn't. Whereas in the case of
both differentiated pay based on job
functions and responsibilities and mar-
ket-sensitive pas', the criteria for corn-
parison to others is more straightforward
and open.

On the third criterion, two t'pes of
pay received a disadvantage, with merit
pa' the worst offender. The generally
secretive salary climate that exists in
most school districts accentuates the
negative rather than the positive. Such
climates are reinforced by the impact of
collective bargaining, which occurs be-

hind closed doors and ofteen pits one
professional group against another. Myl
experience in TIemple City showed a
loss of morale anilorg teachers who rA were
not selected as Senior or Master I each-
ers.

Mlarket-selisitivc pa' is the most obh-
jective was of presenting ae-rage conl-
petitivc salaries outside of schools, anld
could he used, as the CPI is inow, as a
kind of objectice barometer for cstab-
lishing a cost-of-lixing increase in
board-union salary clauses.

Oni [.aler's fourth criterion, only
differentiated staffing antl pav address
the intrinsic questions for a professional
"career." Both forms of pay as "imcrit"
or 'miarket-sensitisc" leave aside any
kinds of changes ithin the teaching
cadre in terms of staffinug paltterns, teachl-
er utiliatioil. career adlalncenlient. or
group decision making. ()ne of the most
lasting features of the T'I emple City plan
was the altered decisionl-lilaking struc-
ture. with teachers sitting with adimilnis-
trators ill pre'iously adiiimistrator-donl-
inated decision-rriaking groups

1My own preference fur the molst ap-
propriate short-term solution would be
the adoption of iiarket-seilsitive pay.
followed bv a longer term cffort to more
adequately differentiate actual class-
rooml teachinlg functions in orlder to
construct an intcrrlal teaching career
ladder. laster teachers should remain
teachers I () percent of the time and not
have to bectome part-tilme adiilnistra-
tors with onl foot in the classroom door

BU'8·: Fii-eA:ioNAL Lf A-f Rs

Figure 1. Alternative Salary Approaches Rated on Lawler's Conclusions About
Rewards and Individual Satisfaction

Cutleia Merit Pay Differentiated Pay Market-Sensitive Pay

1. Congruence between D A A
actual and perceived
rewards

2. Comparison to others D A A
in similar positions

3. Misperception of D D A
rewards of others

4. Overall job satisfaction D A D
both imrnsic and
extrInsic rewards

TOTALS
Disadvantage 4 1 1

Advantage 0 3 3

I _ _ _
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As for merit pas. it will suffer the
same fate as the lover in the lemon tree
song who was passed over for another
suitor and sang his song sadder but
wiser. Judging from President Reagan's
speech to the National PTA Conven-
tion, he Is wrong on two counts about
merit payv

* Merit pay is not a viable solution to
any serious problem facing the schools
and is itself "an old road that leads to a
dead end in learning."4

* For merit pas to have a chance of
making a real differcnce, it would re-
quire massisc amounts of funds that
neither school boards, state legislatures,
nor the federal goxernment appear to be
willing to allocate.

In the current national context, merit
pay is punitive and destructive, and will
exacerbate the problems facing teaching
rather than ameliorating them. The
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